“Work Resumes on City Streets”

Starting Monday, June 23, 2014, street work will resume on three major streets throughout Norfolk. Milling of the concrete surface will begin on Victory Road from Norfolk Avenue to Benjamin Avenue in Norfolk on Monday. Later in the week, contractors will start milling First Street from Bluff Avenue to Madison Avenue followed closely by work on Norfolk Avenue from 14th Street to 18th Street.

When the milling is finished, the streets will then be resurfaced with asphalt. According to Mark Dolechek, City of Norfolk Assistant Engineer, the project is expected to be complete in 2 to 3 weeks.

Dolechek said the project will necessitate closing one lane of traffic at a time with traffic being maintained in both directions. There will be some temporary closures of intersections but access to the area neighborhoods will be maintained.

Earlier this spring contractors did concrete patching in damaged or uneven areas on these streets in preparation for the milling and asphalt overlay.

Citizens are advised to use caution when in construction areas and to use alternate routes if possible.